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The 49th Fighter Wing (FW), stationed at Holloman Air Force Base (AFB), New Mexico, supported national security objectives with its unique weapon system, the F-117A Nighthawk. With the F-117A, the Wing employed a critical mission, Strategic Attack: operations intended to directly achieve strategic results, intent on engaging adversary military forces. Two combat flying squadrons (8th and 9th Fighter Squadrons, 18 primary aircraft authorized), of the 49 FW employed the first fighter in the Air Force inventory capable of evading radar through the exploitation of low-observable stealth technology.¹

Air Combat Command (ACC), stationed at Langley AFB, Virginia, served as the Wing’s major command, while Twelfth Air Force, stationed at Davis-Mothan AFB, Arizona, operated as an intermediate headquarters. In its 1998 “Master Plan”, ACC outlined its own mission as: Air Combat Command professionals providing the world’s best combat air forces, delivering rapid, decisive, and sustainable airpower, any time, anywhere.²

Implementing ACC objectives, the 49 FW defined its own missions through its 1998 Strategic Plan. The Wing defined its missions and goals as:

¹ Fact Sheet (U), USAF. “F-117A Nighthawk.” Mar 96. SD I-3.
Improving on over 50 year years of Forty-Niner excellence by providing:

- Mission ready forces to meet worldwide contingencies
- The best training for our people and international aircrews
- Quality support for all base personnel, associate units, and the local community

Chart I-1
49 FW Goals for 1998 (U)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Improve Combat Readiness and Power Projection to Ensure Combat Dominance</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Continue to improve our ability to meet any worldwide tasking by modernizing, equipping, and training to put bombs on target, on time, and providing combat rescue whenever and wherever needed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Care For and Develop Our People</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foster the highest quality of life for all our people.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Modernize</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aggressively modernize our combat assets, support assets, and way of doing business. Improve the communications component to all units using the state of the art equipment within budgetary allowances. Improve base infrastructure to enhance security and safety of assets and community. Upgrade equipment to improve health and welfare of our people.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Maximize Efficiency by Eliminating Waste and Reinvest The Savings</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eliminate waste while facilitating quality practices and following through with initiatives. Incorporate process reengineering and provide leadership in process improvement efforts, concentrating from the bottom up.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Provide First-Rate International Military Support</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Provide world-class formal course academic and flying training for our international partners. Provide timely logistical and operational support. Provide as many opportunities as possible for international personnel and their families.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Foster Community Partnerships</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Promote public awareness, community involvement, social responsibility, and partnership with Holloman and local communities. Each unit should adopt a cause to support the local community. Be the caretaker of our environment.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---


4 Ibid.
F-117 Restructure (U)

(U) Brig Gen Dennis R. Larsen, 49th Fighter Wing Commander, responded to the announced changes with a letter to ACC Plans and Programs. The General emphasized that a centralized training program was needed to maintain the seven F-117 and T-38 training courses. In his letter, General Larsen stated that inactivating the 7th and transferring the training programs to the operational squadrons would “…substantially dilute and degrade our FTU [formal training unit] training.” Rather, the General recommended maintaining the 7th, and integrating the academic training of the 49th Training Squadron into one organization. Thus, operational and training missions would remain separate.

(U) Another concern raised by General Larsen was the maintenance and flying window of the F-117s. In the past, the 7th flew training missions in the morning and afternoon, while the 8th and 9th often flew operational night missions. However, under this reorganization, the 8th and 9th would maintain all the F-117s. Thus, the flying window of these units would stretch from 9-10 hours to 15-16 hours.

(U) In response to 49th Fighter Wing recommendations, ACC Plans and Programs revised the original restructure of the 49th Fighter Wing’s units. On 10 April 1998, ACC outlined the following changes:

A. Transfer the nine PTAI F-117s currently assigned to the 7 FS as follows: three to the 8 FS, three to the 9 FS, and three into…

---

29 Ibid.
30 Intvw (S/DECL 11 Sep 2006), SSgt G Henneman with Brig Gen D Larsen, “Commander’s Interview (U),” 9 Apr 98, (information used is U), filed as SD I-2 in 49 FW History, Jul 96-Dec 97, Volume II.
attrition reserve status. This will leave the 8 FS and 9 FS with a force mix of 18 PMAI and 3 PTAI each. The 7 FS will retain its T-38 assets (12 PTAI, 2 BAI, 1 AR)."

B. Transfer the 49th Training Squadron assets and mission (academics, simulator) to the 7 FS and inactivate the 49 TRS flag.\(^\text{32}\)

(U) One week later, from 14-16 April 1998, the 49 FW hosted ACC representatives in a site activation task force (SATAF). The focus of this meeting was to identify actions needed to redesignate the 7th Fighter Squadron, transfer the F-117 aircraft, and inactivate the 49 TRS. During the SATAF, Wing and Command leaders recommended transferring six F-117s from the 7th Fighter Squadron to the 9th Fighter Squadron, rather than three to each of the operational squadrons. The three attrition reserve aircraft would be transferred to the 8th Fighter Squadron. After the week-long SATAF, leadership recommended a cut of 168 personnel, 24 less than originally planned. Additionally, 27 base operational support personnel would be cut, 10 fewer than the first announcement. All reviewed areas (operations, logistics, manpower/personnel, and financial management) received a rating of "Green", indicating all programs were on track.\(^\text{33}\)

(U) As stated, one of the key issues discussed was maintaining the 7th Fighter Squadron. Wing leadership sought to maintain this squadron to have a centralized unit for pilot training, and to maintain the historical integrity of the 56 year-old squadron. On 29 April 1998, ACC announced its recommendation, pending Air Staff approval, maintaining the 7th, albeit

---

\(^*\) (U) Acronyms used in this quote: PTAI, Primary Training Aircraft Inventory; PMAI, Primary Mission Aircraft Inventory; BAI, Backup Aircraft Inventory; AR, attrition reserve.

\(^\text{32}\) Msg (U), ACC/XPX to 49FW/CV et al, "ACC Programming Message 98-08," 102132Z Apr 98, SD I-23.

\(^\text{33}\) Rpt (U), ACC/XP, "49 FW Restructure," 17 Apr 98, SD I-24; Brfg (U), 49 FW/XP, "7th Fighter Squadr SATAF Brief," ca. Apr 98, SD I-25.
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with a new name: the 7th Fighter Training Squadron. Plans called for the 49 TRS to inactivate and the 7th to redesignate effective 15 January 1999.³⁴


³⁵ Msg (S/DECL OADR dated 1 Jun 98), ACC/XP to USAF/XPP et al, “ACC Program Change Request (U), 011445Z Jun 98, SD I-27.

³⁶ Ibid.

CHAPTER II
OPERATIONS AND TRAINING (U)

MISSION (U)

(U) The 49th Operations Group (OG) served as the combat arm of the 49th Fighter Wing, employing its primary weapon system, the F-117A Nighthawk. Supporting national objectives, the F-117A operated as the only Air Force fighter capable of employing low-observable stealth technology. The 8th and 9th Fighter Squadrons served as the combat units underneath the 49 OG, while the 7 FS trained crews in the F-117A and T-38A.¹

(U) Providing search and rescue capabilities, the 48th Rescue Squadron operated under the command and control of the 49 OG. In five years of service at Holloman AFB, the 48th conducted 32 real-world saves in the American Southwest. Additionally, the 48th provided combat search and rescue support in Southwest Asia and for Operation Northern Watch.²

(U) Supporting the German Air Force (GAF), the 20th Fighter Squadron trained German aircrews in the F-4F. The following chart outlines the 49 OG goals for 1998.³

¹ Brg (U), 49FW/PA, “Mission Briefing,” ca Jun 98, SD II-1.
² Ibid.
³ Ibid.
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## Chart II-1
### 49 OG Goals (U)\(^4\)

**Combat Readiness & Power Projection:** Continue to improve our ability to meet any worldwide tasking by modernizing, equipping and training to put bombs on target, on time, and providing combat rescue whenever and wherever needed.
- Score excellent or above on all Phase I and Phase II exercises/ori's
- Strive for training all personnel to fully qualified status in minimum time
- Maintain F-117A aircraft at 80% MC rate
- Maintain HH-60G aircraft at 75% MC rate
- Keep F-117A aircraft abort rate below 6% 
- Keep HH-60G aircraft abort rate below 5% 
- Achieve F-117A weapons release reliability of 99% and a hit rate of 90%
- Put bombs on target within 2 seconds of assigned TOT
- 100% of all tasked aircraft generated within programmed timeline
- Safe, efficient, and on-time deployments with zero accidents or incidents
- 100% of tasked aircraft/forces regenerated for combat within time limits
- No class A/B operator/maintenance factor mishaps

**Taking Care of Our People:** Foster the highest quality of life for all our people
- Use senior leadership mentoring to lead by example and demonstrate core values
- Promote wellness and fitness programs
- Provide support to our Air Force families especially during deployments and hardships
- Enhance the workplace through facility and environment improvements
- Recognize outstanding performers through a tailored awards program
- Promote detailed and frequent performance feedback to enhance individual performance and job satisfaction
- Instill safety as a way of life both on and off duty
- Ingrain and enforce the use of all safety and personal protective equipment
- Promote educational development for our people and increase participation by 10%

**Modernize:** Aggressively modernize our combat assets, support assets, and way of doing business.
- Transition to TDPS, DIMES, AFMSS, and TIC-TAC-TOE, achieving an equal of better capability and architecture
- Seamless integration of RNIP, OFP-66 upgrades for the F-117 simulator, maintenance, and operations
- Reduce personnel and equipment mishaps by 50% through education, training, and supervision

---
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CHART II-1 (CONT)

- Integrate LOCMM into our planning and tactics
- Transition to AFMSS and CLOAR for F-117 mission planning capitalize on ADPE and 8M recording to improve flight training efficiency
- Seamless conversion to Microsoft Exchange
- Encourage a culture of continuous improvement through an active ASAP program

**Reduce the cost of doing business:** Eliminate waste while facilitating quality practices and initiatives
- Achieve excellence in all we do
- Actively seek cost cutting opportunities through outsourcing and goals at each echelon of command
- Implement meaningful, mission related, process and results oriented quality performance measures
- Conduct detailed long range planning to guide units with resource application
- Encourage innovative thinking through individual and team recognition
- Optimize the number of F-117 pilots assigned to the wing, and reduce jobs which unnecessarily saddle pilots with ancillary duties

**International programs:** Provide world class formal course academic and flying training for our international partners
- Maintain an F-4F academic quality rating of 4 on a five point scale
- Maintain 99% F-4F simulator mission capable rate
- Continuously improve German Air Force flight training syllabi, lesson plans, and mission scenarios
- Closely coordinate ops scheduling and maintenance contracting efforts to achieve an aircraft MC rate at or above 84% and an abort rate of less than 5%
- Maintain PPT scheduling effectiveness at or above 80%
- Enhance F-4F and tornado mission employment training

**Community partnership:** Promote public awareness, community involvement, social responsibility, and partnership with Holloman and local communities
- Increase community awareness of Holloman's purpose through airshows, open house events, and static displays
- Encourage personnel to support local community charitable causes and worthwhile social programs
- Respond to AFRCC requests to provide peacetime search and rescue capability to support local law enforcement agencies when possible
- Reduce alcohol related incidents by 50%
- Increase awareness and educate our personnel on environmental protection standards, procedures, and precautions
- Continue to reduce hazardous waste and the cost of hazardous material usage through alternatives such as innovation, substitution, and replacement
- Strive for flawless environmental inspection results on each inspection
members lacked in off-station and level II training. Overall, the 49 SFS reported C-2 in January and C-3 from February to June.\textsuperscript{12}

}\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

\section*{Pilot Training (U)}

(U) In addition to employing combat airpower, the 49th Fighter Wing trained pilots in the F-117A, F-4F, and T-38A. The 49th served as the sole home of the F-117A, and did not have a central instruction school similar

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{12} Rpts (S/DECL OADR dated 18 Jun 98), 49FW/SORTS, [SORTS Reports (U)] Jan-Jun 98, SD II-4.
\item \textsuperscript{13} Ibid.
\item \textsuperscript{14} Rpts (S/DECL OADR dated 18 Jun 98), 49FW/SORTS, [SORTS Reports (U)] Jan-Jun 98, SD II-4.
\item \textsuperscript{15} Ibid.
\end{itemize}
members lacked in off-station and level II training. Overall, the 49 SFS reported C-2 in January and C-3 from February to June.  

Pilot Training (U)

(U) In addition to employing combat airpower, the 49th Fighter Wing trained pilots in the F-117A, F-4F, and T-38A. The 49th served as the sole home of the F-117A, and did not have a central instruction school similar to others.

12 Rpts (S/DECL OADR dated 18 Jun 98), 49FW/SORTS, [SORTS Reports (U)] Jan-Jun 98, SD II-4.

13 Ibid.

14 Rpts (S/DECL OADR dated 18 Jun 98), 49FW/SORTS, [SORTS Reports (U)] Jan-Jun 98, SD II-4.

15 Ibid.
to other aircraft. Instead, all F-117A training took place at Holloman AFB to include initial, currency, and instructor pilot training. Since the F-117A was a single seat aircraft, the 7 FS used the T-38A as a "chase plane" for pilot training. Therefore, the Wing also conducted instructor pilot training in the T-38A. Supporting the German Air Force, the 20 FS, with the cooperation of the 49 TRS, trained German aircrews in the F-4F.16

(U) From January-June 1998, the Wing trained 18 pilots through the F-117A Formal Training Unit (FTU), Instructor Pilot Upgrade Training Course. Following completion of the course, a pilot could perform instructor duty in the F-117A Transition/Requalification Training Course. This course required 16 training days: eight ground training and eight flying training days. This syllabus changed from the previous course that required nine ground training days.* Additionally, a consolidation of other T-38A training into this program required an increase in academic hours from 3.0 to 12.0. Further, in support of refueling operations, total flying training time increased from 10.6 to 10.9 hours.17

(U) During this same period, 13 pilots completed the T-38A Companion Trainer Qualification Course. This course included two tracks, the first, designed for F-117A pilots included 13 training days (three ground and 10 flying). The second, designed for experienced pilots with 900 hours of training.

---

16 Memo (U), Det 4/TRSS to ACC/TRSS, "Formal Training Courseware Index," 19 May 98, SD II-5.

* (U) Ground training time was reduced because Wing planners determined that not as much training was required in the Air Force Mission Support System.

17 Rpt (U), ACC/DOTO, "F-117A Formal Training Unit (FTU) Instructor Pilot Upgrade Training Course," May 98, SD II-6; Rpt (U), ACC/DOTO, "F-117A Flying Criterion Referenced Objectives," May 98, SD II-7; Telecon (U), SSgt G Henneman, 49 FW/HO with Maj A Eiland, Det 4/TRSS, 20 Jul 98; Telecon (U), SSgt G Henneman, 49FW/HO, with F McGee, 13 Jul 98.
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flying time and one tour as an aircraft commander, included 20 training days (four ground and 16 flying). Both tracks required 32.5 academic hours and 3.0 device training hours; however, track one scheduled seven flying sorties for nine hours, while track two pilots flew 14 sorties for 18.2 hours.\textsuperscript{18}

(U) The 20th Fighter Squadron conducted flight training in the German F-4F, while the 49th Training Squadron provided classroom instruction. This period marked the first graduation of a German F-4F basic syllabus course (the 20th transitioned from the F-4E to the F-4F in 1997 and 1998; the final F-4E departed on 26 February 1998). Supporting this training, the 49th Training Squadron received its first F-4F cockpit familiarization trainer from Luke AFB, Arizona. From January-June 1998, 32 German pilots completed training programs, as the 20th was able to meet all GAF requirements.\textsuperscript{19}

\textbf{Training Restrictions (U)}

(U) International military uses of the White Sands Missile Range (WSMR), and associate ranges, impacted upon both F-117A training and daily operations. Without warning, or coordination with the 49 FW, the Israeli military began testing its tactical high-energy laser at WSMR. In order to maintain proper security for F-117A operations, schedules had to be deconflicted between tests at WSMR and 49th flying. Wing personnel were not only concerned that non-US operations took priority, and limited the

\textsuperscript{18} Rpt (U), ACC/DOTO, "T-38 Flying Criterion Referenced Objectives," Feb 98, SD II-8; Rpt (U), ACC/DOTO, "T-38 Companion Trainer Program Qualification Course," Feb 98, SD II-9; Rpt (U), ACC/DOTO, "T-38 Companion Trainer Program Instructor Upgrade Course," Feb 98, SD II-10; Telecon (U), SSgt G Henneman, 49FW/HO, with F McGee, 49 TRS, 13 Jul 98.

\textsuperscript{19} Ltr (U), 49FW/CC to ACC/CC, [Quarterly Update], 8 Apr 98, SD I-2; Telecon (U), SSgt G Henneman, 49FW/HO, with F McGee, 49TRS, 13 Jul 98.
Wing’s availability of range utilization; moreover, leadership was concerned that test radar systems could “acquire and potentially exploit USAF aircraft signatures outside of the WSMR range boundaries in FAA or uncontrolled airspace.” Wing planners continued to work with WSMR officials on this issue.\(^{20}\)

**Ready Aircrew Program (U)**

(U) In 1997, the Air Force sought a new method to better identify the impact of flying hour cuts upon combat capability, specifically focusing on pilot training. Although the in-place Graduated Combat Capability program sufficiently provided for pilot training, the old program focused on events instead of mission, was easily manipulated, and did not accurately report aircrew readiness. In response, ACC, in line with other major commands, instituted the Ready Aircrew Program (RAP) as the Command’s formal continuation training program. The RAP focused more on training requirements and reporting procedures, improving overall aircrew training.\(^{21}\) The RAP “provided baseline training requirements for units’ use in developing a realistic training program tailored to unit specific requirements.”\(^{22}\)

(U) The first year of the annual RAP program ran from 1 July 1997-30 June 1998. After receiving initial qualification, a crew member was assigned to either a basic mission capable (BMC) or combat mission ready (CMR) position. The majority of pilots fell into the CMR category—the wing’s front-line fighter pilots. Pilots who held staff positions were required to train

---

\(^{20}\) Ltr (U), 49FW/CC to ACC/CC, [Quarterly Update], 10 Jul 98, SD I-2.

\(^{21}\) Perscon (U), SSgt G Henneman, 49FW/HO, with Maj D Moore, 49OSS/OST, [RAP Program] 30 Jul 98.

\(^{22}\) Brfg (U), ACC/DOTO, “Ready Aircrew Program,” nd, SD II-11.
to a BMC level. The table below illustrates the annual sortie requirements for the 49 FW's weapon systems. A complete listing of training requirements, event requirements, and special taskings is provided in Appendix V.\textsuperscript{23}

Table II-1
Ready Aircrew Program Requirements (U)\textsuperscript{24}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training Requirements</th>
<th>BMC (INEX/EXP)</th>
<th>CMR (INEX/EXP)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>F-117A</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual Sortie Requm't</td>
<td>72/60</td>
<td>94/82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Attack Tactics-Day</td>
<td>44/32</td>
<td>56/47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Attack Tactics-Night</td>
<td>8/8</td>
<td>28/25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commander Option</td>
<td>20/20</td>
<td>10/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HH-60G</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual Sortie Requm't</td>
<td>24/19</td>
<td>40/32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combat Skills Sortie</td>
<td>7/5</td>
<td>10/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tactical Mission (Day)</td>
<td></td>
<td>8/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tactical Mission (Night)</td>
<td></td>
<td>16/12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cockpit Familiarization</td>
<td></td>
<td>2/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commander Option</td>
<td>17/14</td>
<td>4/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T-38A</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>Minimum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-38 Instructor Pilots</td>
<td>As required by Programmed Flying Training (PFT)</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal F-117 Instructor Pilots</td>
<td>As Required by PFT</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-117 Chase Instructor Pilots/Supervisors/ Stan/Eval Flight Examiner</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic-Dual Qualified</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


\textsuperscript{24} Msg (U), ACC/DOT to 49OG/CC et al, “F-117 Ready Aircrew Program,” nd, SD II-14; Msg (U), ACC/DOT to 49OG/CC et al, “HH-60G Ready Aircrew Program, nd, SD II-15; ACCI 11-T-38A (U), “Pilot Training—T-38A,” 17 Jan 97, SD II-16.

* (U) T-38 training requirements listed are those specific to the F-117A training mission, as prescribed in ACCI 11-T-38A, Chapter 5.
(U) During this first year of the RAP, the F-117A program completed 100 percent of all RAP sorties. Within training requirements, each of the fighter squadrons met nearly 100 percent of each training event. The only exception was the 8th Fighter Squadron which completed 83 percent of flag events. Nonetheless, the F-117A program completed 100 percent of overall requirements.25

(U) Likewise, the HH-60G program flew 100 percent of its total RAP sorties. However, a minority of some training events were not completed to 100 percent, these included: pilot water operations which were flown to 79 percent, co-pilot water operations at 76 percent, co-pilot night vision goggle operations at 72 percent, and co-pilot air-to-air refueling at 86 percent.26

(U) In addition to changing the pilot training program, the RAP changed the flying hour program and the process of SORTS reporting. Under the previous process of the flying hour program, ACC established a utilization rate for each weapons system, which provided the sorties and hours required, regardless of manning. In this new program, ACC sought to compute flying hours based upon crew training requirements and manning levels. Thus, after identifying the training sorties required, the sorties were multiplied by the average sortie duration to computer the flying hour program. Within the 49 FW, this new RAP-driven flying hour program was first used to compute the FY 1999 program. [The flying hour program is discussed in greater detail on the following pages.]27


26 Ibid.

(U) In the same manner, RAP better identified shortages in manning through SORTS. Under the previous system, aircrew manning numbers were combined with those of other critical personnel. Therefore, manning of maintenance personnel and other specialties could hide a shortage of pilots. With the implementation of RAP, tables were added to the SORTS reports that measured aircrew manning separate from other critical personnel. If aircrew manning dropped below a designated percentage then the SORTS personnel rating would drop below C-1.28

Flying Hour Program (U)

(U) Air Combat Command managed its fiscal commitments and aircrew readiness through the flying hour program. Mission taskings, aircrew training requirements, unit equipment, aircrew ratio, and other factors were all accumulated to determine flying hour allocations. Flying hour allocations were expressed as a utilization (UTE) rate, determined by computing the number of sorties per aircraft per month. Typically, ACC would send out a “first look” message to its wing’s months before the upcoming fiscal year. After reviewing training and operational requirements, the wing returned its feedback to ACC, which would be later followed by a flying hour contract. Throughout the year, wing and Command representatives adjusted the program, primarily based on training needs and unscheduled deployments.29

---


29 ACCI 11-103 (U), Flying Hour Program, 15 Nov 96, SD II-19.
FY 98 (U)

(U) During this period, the Wing continued to execute its fiscal year (FY) 1998 flying hour program. Wing personnel worked closely with ACC to manage the program, ensuring training and operational requirements were met. When ACC issued the flying hour contract on 20 November 1997, the Wing’s F-117A Southwest Asia deployment was not anticipated. Thus, the most significant change to the program was the movement of 1,150 sorties and 1,570 flying hours from operations to Southwest Asia. Additionally, HH-60 operations reduced their planned average sortie duration from 2.7 to 1.6 hours. Therefore, the number of sorties were increased from the original contract, while the overall flying time decreased.  

(U) On 3 June 1998, ACC issued a message to its wings, instructing them to submit an updated flow plan for the remainder of FY 1998. The 49th responded with its plan for the remainder of the year, identifying the sorties, hours, average sortie duration, and utilization rate for each remaining month.  

(U) The table on the following page illustrates the initial contract, updated plan, and actual flown for the 49th Fighter Wing.

---


31 Msg (U), ACC/DOT to AIG 7154/CC, “Fourth quarter flying hour reflow request,” 031902Z Jun 98, SD II-21; Msg (U), 490G/CC to ACC/DOS, “49 FW Flying Hour Reflow,” nd, SD II-22.
Table II-2
FY 98 Flying Hour Program (U)\(^{32}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weapon System</th>
<th>Mission</th>
<th>Initial Contract Sorties/Hours</th>
<th>Adjusted Contract Sorties/Hours (Updated Plan)</th>
<th>Actual Flown Sorties/Hours (as of 30 June 98)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T-38A</td>
<td>TNG</td>
<td>3,241/4,084</td>
<td>3,243/4,084</td>
<td>2,407/3,045.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HH-60G</td>
<td>OPS</td>
<td>620/1,681</td>
<td>782/1,225.6</td>
<td>604/874.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HH-60G</td>
<td>SWA</td>
<td>123/344</td>
<td>332/607.1</td>
<td>282/482.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-117A</td>
<td>OPS</td>
<td>6,401/10,875</td>
<td>4,562/7,221</td>
<td>3,103/5,448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-117A</td>
<td>SWA</td>
<td>Not Scheduled</td>
<td>1,150/1,570</td>
<td>1,150/1,570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-117A</td>
<td>TNG</td>
<td>1,300/2,002</td>
<td>1,250/1,995</td>
<td>960/1,579</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FY 99 (U)

(U) Even as the Wing continued to execute the FY 1998 program, preparation began for the FY 1999 program. In line with the RAP (mentioned earlier in this chapter), the FY 1999 program was calculated using RAP numbers vice the previous method of the UTE rate. Under this new method, the flying hour program was calculated by determining manning and training requirement, and multiplying the number of sorties by the average sortie duration.\(^{33}\)

(U) The table on the next page illustrates the initial contract allocation issued by ACC. This program did not factor in Southwest Asia deployments, but did program for the scheduled inactivation of the 48th Rescue Squadron in February 1999.\(^{34}\)

---

\(^{32}\) Msg (U), 49OG/CC to ACC/DOS, “49 FW Flying Hour Reflow,” nd, SD II-22; Rpt (U), 49OSS/OSO, “June,” ca Jul 98, SD II-23.

\(^{33}\) Telecon (U), SSgt G Henneman, 49FW/HO, with Maj D Kyger, 40OSS/OSOS, [RAP and Flying Hour Program] 28 Aug 98; Brfg (U), ACC/DOTO, “Ready Aircrew Program,” nd, SD II-11.

\(^{34}\) Rpt (U), 49OSS/OSO, [FY 99 Flying Hour Program], 3 Jun 98, SD II-24.
The 49th Fighter Wing continued to deploy its aircraft, equipment, and personnel in support of global operations. In fact, during this period, both the F-117A and HH-60G had some of the highest deployment rates in Air Combat Command. The following chart illustrates the operations tempo of the F-117A and HH-60G in comparison to other Command weapon systems.\(^{36}\)

\(^{35}\) Rpt (U), 49OSS/OSO, [FY 99 Flying Hour Program], 3 Jun 98, SD II-24.

\(^{36}\) Brfg (U), ACC/CSX, “Air Combat Command Today,” ca Jul 98, SD II-25.
(U) Flying squadrons were not the only units to endure high deployment rates. From January-June 1998, the 49th Security Forces Squadron (SFS) deployed over 40 people to support various missions in Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Italy, and Germany. On top of this, the 49 SFS was manned at less than 75 percent. In order to maintain security for Holloman AFB assets, and support the numerous deployments, the squadron used a “Ready Program.” Through the Ready Program, other units on base detailed

\[37\] Brfg (U), ACC/CSX, “Air Combat Command Today,” ca Jul 98, SD II-25.

UNCLASSIFIED
their personnel to work as security augmentees. However, this pulled from the assets of those squadrons, which supported their own deployments and daily operations.\(^\text{38}\)

**Southwest Asia (U)**

(U) In November 1997, following Iraqi refusals to allow UN weapons inspectors access to suspected sites, Air Combat Command tasked the 8th Fighter Squadron to deploy six F-117As and 220 personnel to Al Jaber Air Base, Kuwait. Less than 24 hours after notification, on 19 November, 10 aircraft departed Holloman AFB, spending the first night at Langley AFB, Virginia. The following day, six primary aircraft continued on to Kuwait, demonstrating the United States’ resolve [For more information on this deployment see the 49 FW History, Jul 96-Dec 97, Chapter II].\(^\text{39}\)

(U) Despite a build up of forces, Iraq continued to block weapons inspections. In fact, on 16 January 1998, the United Nations (UN) weapons inspection team departed Iraq. In response, the United States warned that failure to comply with UN resolutions would result in military strikes.\(^\text{40}\)

[S] As regional tensions increased, the 49th Fighter Wing received its first official notification of an additional deployment.\(^\text{[ ]}\)

---

\(^{38}\) Memo (U), 49 SFS, [SFS Deployments] 10 Aug 98, SD II-26.

\(^{39}\) Hist (S/UO), 49FW/HO, “History of the 49th Fighter Wing, 1 July 1996-31 Dec 1997 (U)” 28 May 98, (information used is U).

\(^{40}\) Article (U), CNN News, “U.S.-led inspection team to leave Baghdad,” 15 Jan 98, SD II-27.
While the 49th Fighter Wing's jets stood ready to deploy, higher headquarters continued to work the logistics of the massive force increase.

However, delays in acquiring diplomatic clearance requests slipped the entire deployment.

---

41 Msg (S/DECL OADR), ACC/BSD to 1 FW/CC et al, [Planning Order (U)] 291420Z Jan 98, SD II-28.

42 Msg (S/DECL 30 Jan 2008), USCINCENT/CCJ3 to USCINCENTTRANS et al, “Deployment order for additional forces (U),” 7 Feb 98, SD II-29.

The tables below list the deployed F-117As. The first table shows the tail numbers of aircraft that deployed in the first increment in November 1997, the second shows the complete package in place by February 1998.44

Table II-4
Deployed Aircraft, December 1997 (FOUO)45

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A0799</th>
<th>A0818</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A0816</td>
<td>A0819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A0817</td>
<td>A0833</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II-5
Deployed Aircraft, March 1998 (FOUO)46

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A0794</th>
<th>A0817</th>
<th>A0824</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A0795</td>
<td>A0818</td>
<td>A0832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A0799</td>
<td>A0819</td>
<td>A0833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A0816</td>
<td>A0829</td>
<td>A0842</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


44 Charts (FOUO), 49MXS, “Weekly Equip Utilization and Maintenance Schedule,” Dec 97; Mar 98, SD II-34.

45 Ibid.

46 Ibid.
(U) With increased forces building on their southern border, on 11 February, Iraq offered a limited, short-term opening of eight presidential sites. The United States denied this compromise, and tensions continued to grow in the region. On 20 February, UN Secretary General, Kofi Annan, arrived in Baghdad, Iraq on a mission to find a peaceful resolution to the standoff with Iraq. Three days later, the Secretary General signed a deal allowing for the opening of suspected weapons sites.48 Despite the UN-brokered agreement, United States Armed Forces, including the aircraft and personnel of the 49th Fighter Wing, remained in the area ensuring Iraqi compliance with the new agreement.49

(U) The increase of forces put a considerable strain on the resources at Al Jaber. This caused shortages in water, electricity, and lodging. As many as 20 airmen shared one tent, coupled by an over utilization of latrines and showers. Additional in-place Harvest Falcon assets could have helped accommodate the increase in personnel.50

(U) The flying schedule was left much to the discretion of the local commander. The number of sorties and average sortie duration were determined by RAP requirements and phase flow. At least 10 sorties per


50 Rpt (U), 8FS/ADO, “Lessons Learned,” nd, SD II-41.
month were scheduled for each pilot, with an average sortie duration of 1.1 hours. At least once per week, a 10 turn eight was scheduled to practice contingency operations. Schedulers at Al Jaber, through the F-117 liaison officer at Joint Task Force-Southwest Asia, determined the F-117 flying schedule for implementation into the theater air tasking order. However, the air tasking order did not list hard takeoff times; rather, the schedule gave the F-117 program a 12-hour window, so take off times could be adjusted. From November 1997 through June 1998, the deployed contingent flew 1,150 sorties.51

(U) One area of concern for aircraft maintenance was the hangars, specifically the hangar doors. Due to space restrictions, two F-117As were placed in each hangar. The rear hangar doors could not open, and the front doors could not close. Since the front doors could not close, the sun absorbed into the aircraft's black skin, degrading the radar absorbent material and avionics. A contract was awarded for the replacement of the doors, which were finished in June 1998. Although the F-117As returned home in June, the new doors would be ready for the next deployment to Kuwait.52

(U) On 19 March 1998, 230 pilots, maintenance, and support personnel, primarily from the 9th Fighter Squadron, departed Holloman AFB to replace the 8th Fighter Squadron's forces. The 12 F-117As, mostly from the 8th Fighter Squadron, remained in place.53

51 Rpt (U), 8FS/ADO, “Lessons Learned,” nd, SD II-41.
52 See Note Above; Intvw (S/DECL 11 Sep 2006), SSgt G Henneman, 49FW/HO, with Brig Gen D Larsen, 49FW/CC, “Commander’s Interview, 8 Apr 98, filed as SD I-2, 49 FW Hist Jul 96-Dec 97, (Information used is U).
As tensions in the region subsided, and Iraq allowed weapons inspectors access to sites, rumors of redeployment began to spread. These rumors were fed by media reports that President William J. Clinton, and Secretary of Defense William Cohen were authorizing a scaling back of theater forces.\footnote{Associated Press, "U.S. may scale back troops, ships in gulf," Daily Press, p A-4, 29 Apr 98, SD II-43.}

(U) The first group of six F-117As departed Al Jaber on 6 June 1998, with the second group departing on 7 June. After a night's stay in Moron, Spain, the Nighthawks continued on to Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. On 10 June, 10 of the 12 F-117As returned to Holloman AFB, while two remained at Moron. Aircraft, tail number 0818, remained behind due to fuel system problems, and the second remained in order to fly a two-ship formation. The final two F-117As returned home on 13 June 1998. Also, on 10 June, the majority of the maintenance and support personnel returned home to Holloman AFB and their waiting families.\footnote{Chart (U), 49FW/CP, "TimeLine," ca Jun 98, SD II-45; AFNews, "Tankers support F-117 trek across Atlantic," 10 Jun 98, SD II-46; 2Lt T Shamhart, "Team Holloman members return," Sunburst, 12 Jun 98, SD II-47; Email (U), Col J Snider, 49OG/CD to 49FW/CP, "Moron Info," 9 Jun 98, SD II-48.}
Upon return to Holloman AFB the 49th Fighter Wing Commander received the following commendation from General Anthony C. Zinni, United States Commander-in-Chief Central Command:

Since the plus up of personnel and equipment to the CENTCOM AOR in February, your forces have superbly complemented JTF-SWA in performing Operation Southern Watch and preparing for possible contingency operations. Your deployed personnel significantly contributed to the military presence required to ensure the successes of diplomatic negotiations during the recent period of heightened tensions.

Your rapid deployment of combat power to the region clearly demonstrated the readiness and professionalism required to make deterrence a success. Each and every deployed service member should be extremely proud of their accomplishments during this deployment. The dedication, excellence, hard work, and warrior spirit exhibited at every level did not go unnoticed. I personally commend those under your command on a job well done. Thank you and best wishes to all in the future.  

**Spirit Hawk '98 (U)**

(U) From 7-21 February 1998 the 49th Fighter Wing deployed eight F-117As and 130 people to the Air Force's first ever low observable combat exercise, nicknamed Spirit Hawk '98. Although in the past the F-117As participated in Red Flag exercises, security concerns prohibited the full implementation of low observable stealth technology. Furthermore, during Spirit Hawk, rather then being a participant in a composite force Red Flag

---

58 Email (U), Col F Clawson, 49FW/CV to SSgt G Henneman, 49FW/HO et al, "Well Done," 3 Jun 98, SD II-49.
Despite this exercise taking place simultaneously with the Kuwaiti deployment, the 49th flew 34 sorties with a 100 percent mission effectiveness rate. More importantly, the exercise helped refine stealth-implementation tactics. Three months after the exercise, the 49th Operations Group was still reaping the benefits of this exercise, "It has helped focus our training and provide your [ACC] staff more tailored advice on future requirements. We eagerly await Spirit Hawk '99."60

**Combat Hammer 98-04 (U)**

From 29 May-5 June 1998 the 8th Fighter Squadron deployed eight F-117As (four from the 8th and four from the 9th Fighter Squadron) and 109 people (14 pilots and 95 maintenance and support) to Mountain Home AFB, Idaho for participation in the Weapons System Evaluation Program's (WSEP) exercise, Combat Hammer. The mission of this exercise was to evaluate the employment of GBU-10, GBU-12, and GBU-27 munitions.61

Flying operations began on 1 June; six F-117s employed 12 inert GBU-27s on WSEP targets over the Utah Tactical Test Range. Four aircraft released dual-door munitions, while the other two employed four single-weapon deliveries. In this first day, the Wing achieved three of its

---

59 Intvw (S/DECL 11 Sep 2006), SSgt G Henneman, 49FW/HO, with Brig Gen D Larsen, 49FW/CC, "Commander's Interview, 8 Apr 98, filed as SD I-2, 49 FW Hist Jul 96-Dec 97, (Information used is U).


initial goals: time-on-target in window, no switch errors, and 100 percent aircraft generated on time with fragged munitions. However, two of the goals were not met: 100 percent hits and fulfill heavyweight requirements. Since this mission was flown at night, a chase plane was not employed to fully gather weapons data.

On the following day, weather and high winds canceled all flying operations. On 3 and 4 June, the F-117As launched 100 percent of the tasked missions; however, thunderstorms caused both missions to abort before munitions could be employed. Six F-117As returned to Holloman on 5 June, with one remaining behind for static display support of the Boise Airshow and another for maintenance.

Because of weather conditions, the Wing never had the opportunity to employ its GBU-10 and GBU-12 weapons. Nonetheless, squadron members saw positive benefits from the deployment: maintenance personnel generated 100 percent of all scheduled sorties and deployed pilots met with EA-6B Navy pilots to discuss F-117 electronic warfare support and integration. Additionally, the Combat Hammer, Officer-in-Charge described the Wing's participation as "exceptional" and "first class." 

FWIC/ME (U)

The 8th Fighter Squadron deployed three F-117As and 69 personnel to Nellis AFB, Nevada in support of the Mission Employment (ME) phase of the Fighter Weapons Instructor Course (FWIC). An advanced echelon team arrived at Nellis AFB on 18 May 1998, in order to brief mission

---

63 Ibid.
64 Ibid.
planners on F-117A employment tactics and weapon system capabilities. Mission planners told the 8th Fighter Squadron representatives that they understood the F-117 issues; however, there was not a lot of flexibility during this exercise. On 31 May, the F-117As arrived at Nellis AFB along with maintenance and support personnel. Night sorties were scheduled for 1, 2, 4, 8, 9, and 10 June.65

(U) Maj Edward L. Terry, 8th Fighter Squadron Assistant Operations Officer, rated the mission execution as marginal. The ME syllabus limited realistic F-117A employment and allowed the use of only narrow, limited altitude blocks. This exercise, by design, did not provide the F-117As the opportunity to fully employ its low observable (LO) technology. Additionally, poor weather caused the cancellations of night flying on the 8th, 9th, and 10th.66

(U) Overall, the 49th Fighter Wing only fulfilled two of its five objectives during this exercise: “Broaden F-117A pilot experience by ME participation; [and] employ appropriate ordnance to achieve mission objectives.”67 Two other objectives were partially accomplished: “Educate future CAF [Combat Air Force] officers on F-117A integration and employment; [and] support understanding of LO capabilities and limitations.”68 One objective was not accomplished, “Train realistically in strike packages using the full complement of aircraft available to the Mission Commander.”69

66 Ibid.
67 Ibid.
68 Ibid.
69 Ibid.
Maj Terry summed up the exercise, “While ME is not a exercise for developing new tactics, the most current tactics should be used whenever possible. Due to air-to-air engagement rules and peacetime training restrictions, the ME cadre was not able to employ the most current tactics being practiced by strike aircraft in operational theaters today.” Additionally, Maj Terry noted that F-117A participation could be improved by including a low observable phase into the exercise and addressing airspace restrictions.

48th Rescue Squadron (U)
CHAPTER III
MISCELLANEOUS ACTIVITIES (U)

Aircraft Maintenance (U)

(U) The 49th Fighter Wing maintained its fleet of F-117A aircraft within Air Combat Command standards. In nearly every maintenance category, the Wing surpassed Command standards, including mission capable rate (finishing at 82.3 percent, exceeding the 80 percent standard), cannibalizations (averaging 1.8 percent, below the five percent standard), and abort rate (averaging 2.8 percent, below the six percent standard).¹

(U) Col Guy Vanderman, 49th Logistics Group Commander, noted during an Intermediate Repair Enhancement Program meeting how well the 49th did in comparison to wings with other weapon systems. Colonel Vanderman attributed this to the fact that other bases had to compete for parts and depot support for their aircraft. Since the 49th was the sole home of the F-117A, this was not a concern. Col Frank W. Clawson, 49th Fighter Wing Vice Commander, also noted the strength of 49th Fighter Wing maintenance record in comparison to other wings, attributing this success to carefully tracking problems and conducting repair in a timely manner.²

(U) The other weapon systems under the 49th Fighter Wing also exceeded command standards. The mission capable rate for the 7th Fighter Squadron’s T-¹

¹ Brfg (U), 49OSS/OSOS, “F-117 Monthly Maintenance Summary,” June 98, SD III-1.
ended the period at 94.4 percent, far exceeding the 84 percent standard. Likewise
the German F-4Fs, also maintained by Lockheed Martin, peaked at a 98.5 percent
mission capable rate in March 1998, ending with a 97.1 percent rate, surpassing the
84 percent standard.\(^3\)

(U) During the first four months of calendar year 1998 the 48th Rescue
Squadron's HH-60s surpassed command standards, peaking at 88.5 percent in
April. However, when the squadron returned from its Southwest Asia deployment
the percentage dropped to 62.7 percent in May, rising back to 73.1 in June. Upon
return from the deployment, some of the helicopters required phase inspections, as
they did not undergo phase during the four-month deployment. Additionally, each
HH-60G had to go through a functional check flight upon return from Southwest
Asia before being placed into operational status.\(^4\)

_Gold Flag_ (U)

(U) The 49th Logistics Support Squadron continued to search for methods
to reduce costs through the execution of ACC's Gold Flag program. Since 1994, the
49th's Gold Flag program identified ways of more effectively repairing or replacing
aircraft parts.\(^5\)

(U) Gold Flag programs provided savings in three different areas: cost
avoidance, cost savings, and MICAP (Mission-Impaired Capability Awaiting Parts).
Cost avoidance items were those that were locally repaired that would have
typically been disposed of and a new item purchased through the supply system.
Cost savings were identified from items repaired by the Gold Flag program. Additionally, the Gold Flag Office sought to solve MICAP items that affected

\(^3\) Rpt (U), Lockheed Martin, "Unit Internal Performance Review," Jun 98, SD III-3.

\(^4\) Telecon (U), SSgt G Henneman, 49FW/HO, with 48 RQS/MA, [HH-60G MC Rates], 1
Sep 98; Rpt (U), 49OSS/OSOA, "HH-60G Monthly Maintenance Summary," Aug 98, SD III-4.

\(^5\) (U) For more background on the Gold Flag program see 49 FW History, Jul 96-Dec 97,
Chapter 5.
mission capability. From January-June 1998, the Wing’s Gold Flag program generated $473,200 in cost avoidance, $310,320 in cost savings, and resolved 13 MICAP items.6

(U) One example of a local initiative was the repair of the environmental sensor controller. No repair of this item was available due to a Department of Defense shortage. In order to maintain the Wing’s need for this part a 49th Gold Flag electronics technician reverse-engineered the panel, and built a mock-up of how the part worked inside the C-5/MA3D support air conditioner. Because of this initiative full repair capability was achieved at the Wing. Repair of this item, when available, previously cost the Wing $800 per panel.7

**Engines (U)**

(U) The 49th Maintenance Squadron continued to manage the 49th Fighter Wing’s fleet of F-117A F-404 engines. Throughout this period, the Wing met or exceeded the Command requirement of six serviceable spare engines. In April 1998, during the Southwest Asia deployment, the spare level dropped to six. However, in May and June the level rose again with the return of the F-117A from Southwest Asia.

---

7 Telecon (U), SSgt G Henneman, 49FW/HO, with SSgt D Cristelli, 49LSS/GF, 2 Sep 98.
**F-117 Upgrades (U)**

(U) The 49th Fighter Wing continued to update its F-117A fleet to improve the weapon system’s reliability and performance.9

**RNIP (U)**

(U) One of the most significant changes to the F-117A took place under the ring laser gyro navigational improvement program (RNIP). This upgrade replaced the conventional inertial navigation system (INS), used in B-52s, with the ring laser gyro (RLG). RNIP improved system reliability and required less maintenance.

---

8 Chart (U), 49MXS/LGMP, “Engine Spare Level,” ca Jul 98.

Aircraft received the RNIP upgrade when they rotated through the depot at Palmdale, California.\(^{10}\)

(U) The RLG brought many advantages to the F-117A. First, the data entry method changed from a control display unit to a control display navigational unit, enhancing system integrity. In addition, the number of INS failures significantly decreased in aircraft with the RLG. In fact, it was often months between INS failures. Maintenance on the new navigation system had been minimal, with most maintenance attributed to lack of experience by maintainers and pilots, or relatively minor items such as loose knobs or burnt out bulbs.\(^{11}\)

(U) Preparation time for an F-117A mission also decreased by the RNIP upgrade. The older INS required a two-hour preparation time that is not needed with the RLG. One minor drawback, during the time of the transition to the RLG, was a lack of experience by technicians. Technicians needed to train and gain proficiency with the new system, including knowledge of switch positions and overall troubleshooting.\(^{12}\)

(U) Another important upgrade under the RNIP was the addition of the global positioning system (GPS). The new navigation system incorporated GPS technology and worked well while requiring low maintenance. When the first few F-117As received GPS the wrong coaxial cables were installed. The maintainers of the 49th worked to replace those cables. Nonetheless, the GPS proved to be an overall reliable system.\(^{13}\)

(U) The F-117As also received an upgrade to its Weapons Systems Computational computers. The new computers had more memory and required

---


\(^{11}\) Ibid.

\(^{12}\) Ibid.

\(^{13}\) Ibid.
fewer reboots and system reloads. Maintainers still encountered some problems booting the computers; however, the upgrade improved the overall reliability.\textsuperscript{14}

(U) By June 1998, 22 of the Wing's F-117As still required RNIP modification. Wing leadership projected the last jet would be completed by December 1999.\textsuperscript{15}

\textbf{LoComm (U)}

(U) Unlike the RNIP, the changes to the low observable communications (LoComm) antenna had numerous problems. LoComin replaced the previous ultra high frequency (UHF) antenna, permitting communication while maintaining a stealth posture. Unfortunately, as of this time, LoComm had not lived up to system expectations.\textsuperscript{16}

(U) The first modification, LoComm 1, used a lowered flush mounted UHF antenna in conjunction with the pre-existing UHF blade antenna. Originally, LoComm 1 was supposed to be tested on one aircraft, but since the modification team had extra kits they installed the system on several aircraft. As stated, system operations did not meet expectations. The major problem focused on operability of certain frequencies. Lockheed, the aircraft manufacturer, used these test jets installed with LoComm1 to develop LoComm 2.\textsuperscript{17}

(U) Despite the testing phase, LoComm 2 proved as troublesome as LoComm 1. LoComm 2 only used the flush mounted antenna, although the pre-existing UHF antenna continued to extend and retract from the aircraft. The seriousness of the problem with LoComm 2 was discovered when the first F-117A arrived from the depot with the upgrade. When F-117A, tail 81-0795, returned to

\textsuperscript{14} EMail (U), CMSgt D Carter, 49OG/CME, to SSgt G Henneman, 49FW/HO, [F-117 Upgrades] 7 Oct 98, SD III-6.
\textsuperscript{15} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{16} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{17} Ibid.
Holloman, specialists discovered that a problem existed transmitting on certain frequencies. When the next two F-117As returned, both with the same problem, a representative from Lockheed came to Holloman AFB to help identify the problem. After troubleshooting the aircraft, Wing maintainers and Lockheed identified that LoComm 2 only permitted the F-117A to transmit on four different frequency bands. Fortunately, this problem did not affect Have-Quick radio operations.\textsuperscript{18}

(U) In February 1998, Lockheed engineers recommended an impedance matching system, which did not work. While the manufactured continued to work towards a solution, the Wing was informed to finish modifying the remaining LoComm 1 aircraft to LoComm 2. The Wing asked to wait until the correction to LoComm 2 was developed. Since then, no other LoComm 1 aircraft have been upgraded.\textsuperscript{19}

(U) The following month, March 1998, Lockheed proposed another possible fix. Engineers recommended a change to the amplifier and extended the length of a cable for impedance matching. This was tested on one aircraft, tail 0837, and appeared to open the previously unusable frequencies.\textsuperscript{20}

(U) One other area that concerned the Wing was system range. The old UHF system worked by line-of-sight. The old extending antenna provided greater range. On the other hand, the flush mounted antenna was expected to decrease range.\textsuperscript{21}

(U) By June 1998, only seven of the Wing's F-117As did not have LoComm. Twenty of the aircraft had LoComm 1, with rest LoComm 2. Until further tests were completed, no plans existed to make all jets LoComm 2.\textsuperscript{22}

\textsuperscript{19} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{20} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{21} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{22} Ibid.
AVTR (U)

(U) Maintainers from the 49th installed new airborne video tape recorders (AVTR) in the F-117A. The new AVTR included new machines, better video quality, required less maintenance, and used smaller, eight-millimeter tapes that were more available. Only one minor problem occurred during the upgrade, mount screws were not the correct length. All but two of the Wing's aircraft had the new AVTR by June 1998.23

Low VOC Paint (U)

(U) In January 1998, the transition to a low volatile organic compound (VOC), black polyurethane paint, BK-99, officially began for the F-117A fleet. During the first four months of 1998, efforts focused on full painting, with occasional touch ups, as the Wing prepared for the summer airshow season.24

(U) The Low VOC painted proved to be more environmentally friendly and less hazardous than the previous BK-29 paint. When applied correctly, less paint was required, and less waste generated. However, the paint did not hold up as well against maintenance inflicted scuffs as did the BK-29. A thorough evaluation of BK-99 had not been accomplished.25

RAPCON/WSMR Consolidation (U)

(U) In an effort to reduce costs by combining functions, the 49th Fighter Wing worked towards the consolidation of Holloman AFB’s Radar Approach Control (RAPCON) and the Cherokee Military Range Control on White Sands Missile Range (WSMR). Holloman’s RAPCON needed an expensive upgrade to its facility and

24 Ibid.
25 Ibid.